Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. did those girls's parents drop they off

2. i would like to have dinner but see a movie

3. Circle the prefix and/or suffix. Write the base word on the line.
   remaking __________    clumsily __________    misbehaving __________

4. Create a sentence using the prefix dis.

5. Create a sentence with two proper nouns and an adverb.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. i herd you sneaking a round the room

2. why are faith shelby messin with my stuff asked the teacher

3. Create a sentence using the suffix er to compare two dogs.

4. Add an apostrophe in the correct places.
   hed the ladies coats were the boys hand

5. Create a sentences using the suffix est and the adjective dirty.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Did you forgot to bring the dogs leashes

2. Can I have for peace of cake asked Skylar

3. Add a predicate to finish the sentence.
   The teacher__________________________

4. Create a sentence using a city and state.
   _________________________________

5. Add the homophones of the words below.
   Great __________________________ guest ________________

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Do we got to do are work

2. Frogs long sticky tongues helps they cach flys

3. Create a sentence using you’ve and quotation marks.
   _________________________________

4. Write the names of your 3 favorite holidays.
   ____________________________

5. Write synonyms for the words below.
   Large ____________ dirty ____________ sprint ____________
Find the word **bravery** in the dictionary and complete the steps below.

Definition: __________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Part of speech for your definition: _________________________________

Synonyms: ______________________________________________________

Syllabication: __________________________________________________

Create a sentence using the word:

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

Write a paragraph describing something you think shows bravery.